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With the Land Ordinance of 1785, the Continental Congress laid a hypothetical grid
across the then-unexplored western territories, dividing the vast continent unknown to colonial
settlers into square townships with six miles to a side.2 Each township was then subdivided into
36 one-square-mile sections.3 Uniformly numbered, the 16th section in each township was
reserved for public schools.4 A type of early development impact fee, the 16th section was often
sold as development reached the particular spot on the surveyed grid, or in some cases retained
where there was mineral wealth that could be used to fund schools.5 Upon its entry into
statehood, Idaho was also granted endowment lands according to this same grid formula;
remnants of these allocations still dot the state in regular intervals.6
Some states have reaped enormous wealth from holding and managing these endowment
lands for educational purposes. The oil- and gas-rich Texas endowment lands are probably the
best-known of these.7 Similarly, the Bishop’s Trust,8 which holds the remainder of royal lands
from the time of Hawaii’s statehood, also is a land endowment for the benefit of education. In
most states, endowment lands have provided modest sums that have assisted public education.
The character of the land is unique in American land management because the purpose of
the land is so deeply tied to providing for future generations. This characterization of endowment
lands reflects the nation’s longstanding commitment to education. Most wealth in the eighteenth
century was real property; as a result, a land endowment for education was the highest
commitment that society could imagine. Though our relationship to land today is more fungible,
any policy for the development of endowment lands should retain the deep commitment to
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education that this nation’s history has imbued in such lands as a perpetual gift to the future
generations.
Proposals for any such land should be unique in the development world with a long-term
emphasis on continued support for the country’s public education mission that should extend
beyond the turn of characterization of land from public to private. Such unique development
negotiations are not bound by the unconstitutional conditions doctrine, which applies only to
private lands, and there should be conditions on development that extend beyond the usual
time-of-approval method used in usual development processes.
“Preserve McCall” seeks to develop a 28,000-acre parcel of endowment land on Payette
Lake near McCall, Idaho. McCall, once a logging town, is now one of the state’s premier
recreation areas. The proposal would take advantage of this change of industry to reposition the
endowment land parcel from extractive to recreational uses. The proposal necessitates a
complicated—and politically fraught—land swap, as well as a number of constitutional and
logistical barriers to completion. This essay does not address any of those issues. Instead, the
goal of this article is to investigate what equitable development of endowment lands might look
like. I propose three such areas of interest: equitable use, equitable access, and equitable land
equity.
The current development proposal retains some fluidity and conflicting data analysis;
however the approach proposed is not uncommon for large parcel development in the West, such
as Rancho Mission Viejo in southern California.9 Like most large-parcel development in rural
areas, the proposal calls for preserving most of the land in a tax-advantaged conservation
management scheme, which here is phrased in this manner: “20,000–28,000 acres of land to be
preserved through either public ownership or conservation easements.”10 The tax advantage of
the conservation easement offsets gains derived from the development, which here is slated for
nine percent of the parcel, which would be approximately 2,500 acres.11 Given current market
conditions, that likely offers developers upwards of $2–4 billion in home sales at build-out.12
The proposal calls for a 17,200 acre park “owned and managed to provide permanent public
access”;13 a land dedication for a new recreation center;14 lakefront land for increased public
access;15 and approximately 8,000 acres remaining with the Idaho Department of Lands for
timber production, an approach common with multi-use management.16
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I suggest that the proposal is too much like traditional development proposals to be
worthy of the special status of endowment lands. The unique character of any development on
state endowment lands must be ongoing, future-oriented development patterns that continue to
service the public. Here are several ways this might work.
The conservation easement and land dedication is a start, but the grant is a tax credit to
the developer, which must be openly recognized, and the developer must be asked to do more
with endowment lands. The land dedication for a cultural center creates a similar problem: the
land is not the significant cost, it is the building and the on-going programming. One suggestion
would be an ongoing assessment on the development through a reciprocal restrictive covenant
with third-party beneficiaries, such as the state, the City of McCall, and perhaps a non-profit
overseeing the area, that provided for ongoing conservation management of the easement, a
cultural building, and ongoing programming.17
The education mission on the land itself should be continued. There are a number of
examples throughout the West of outdoor education opportunities. This should be used as a way
to have premier on-site educational programming for children of the State of Idaho. The
programming should be free for those children, and something of similar stature to the Teton
School programming provided near Jackson, Wyoming.18 This could include pairing with
existing education outdoor facilities to raise their level of engagement, such as the
already-existing MOSS School in McCall.19 The programming should be paid for in perpetuity
by the development on the land with public entities, and potentially a non-profit that provides the
services, able to control the fee to continue the programming.
Access should be to the entire lakeshore for all individuals in perpetuity. This is similar
to the way that access to the water is preserved in Hawaii; to the extent that the lakeshore
continues to be used by the public, the land remains in the public’s control without regard to any
subsequent effort to negotiate around it.20 Access should be to the entirety of the beach with
substantial shore retention along the entirety of the lake. Beach access must be secured in
perpetuity, with beach access easements provided for to prevent any use of private lands to block
access.
The development should have a trust or other such organization that oversees the
relationship between development, access, and educational use on the land that is not limited to
control by the homeowners. A model for this might be the Presidio Trust in San Francisco,
which manages private development on a former military base that is also known for its scenic
beauty with historic buildings located inside of it.21
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Perhaps most controversially, I also suggest that any private development should be
subject to land value capture where appreciation of the land itself, as well as taxes on use and
sale of the land, should go to public schools. This is important because it preserves the legacy of
the endowment lands while permitting private development. In such recreational areas where
land for development is scarce, it is common that the land value far exceeds the improvement
value of a home or other structure. This valuation recognizes the uniqueness of the place.
Indeed, the ability for any private developer, or future private homeowner, to use the land is a
special relationship to land that is bound to the country’s tradition of using land to fund
education. As such, the appreciation of the land value should not go to the private individual, but
instead to public education, for which the land was originally intended. This should also include
the first transfer to the developer, who otherwise would obtain a windfall profit based upon the
transfer of land use alone without conferring any benefit to the state or public education. To the
extent that development here proceeds on former endowment lands, it is not too much to ask that
the appreciation of that land be returned to public education in the first, and all future, sales.
Such a condition is unusual, but not unprecedented. Value capture is already being used around
the United States where new public infrastructure confers an economic benefit to nearby private
lands.22 There is no reason that public education should not, similarly, be conferred an ongoing
benefit when its lands reap gains for private developers.
Finally, there is increasing awareness that these state endowment funds almost always
derive from cessions of tribally owned land. 23 To the extent that is the case with these lands,
tribal recognition and education should be part of the educational experience for students onsite.
Such indigenous land recognition and education is already prevalent in other colonial countries.
An example is Melbourne, Australia’s new Birrarung Marr park.24
The uniqueness of these proposals focus on retaining the purpose of the endowment lands
even after they transfer to private development. This is not something typical of development,
but then again, the lands here are not typical. To proceed with the usual development scheme
already used for private lands throughout the West—conservation easement to off-set
development—is insufficient. More must be done, with ongoing commitments, to ensure value
for public education.
A developer willing to offer perpetual commitments to the future of public education—in
access, funding, and sharing development value—should be welcomed on the shores of Payette
Lake.
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